Senior Data Analyst – Python, R, SQL, Karhoo

London, United Kingdom

The way you get from A to B is about to get smarter.

Thanks to Karhoo, the global cab comparison app, soon you will be able to compare all available cab options at a single glance.

Karhoo gives you more choice by working with local suppliers to provide both licensed taxis and private hire cars, so whether it’s price, speed, style or availability that matters most to you, with Karhoo you can book the ride that suits you best every time.

**The Role**

We are building a Business Intelligence system from scratch and looking for someone who will enjoy extracting business insights and actionable insights from data.

This role is for anyone who wants the challenge of working in a fast-paced top-tier Agile start-up environment with scope to growing into a full BI role.

**Responsibilities**

- Perform deep-dive analysis to gain insight into various areas of the business
- Identify correlations and trends within the data, translate and present these into commercial actions or opportunities
- Utilise advanced analytical techniques to perform data modelling around customer, supplier and partner activity as well as system performance
- Develop insights from performance and brand marketing metrics to support the marketing team with optimising resource allocation
- Develop and produce daily report suite on operational, performance and marketing metrics
- Be flexible and able to produce analytics and insights supporting various functions of the business

**Requirements**

**Essential**

- Experience with a data analysis language and tool such as R, Python (pandas, matplotlib), Tableau, etc.
- Excellent SQL and modelling skills
- Minimum BA/BS in Math, Statistics, Economics, Computer Science, Operational Research or other quantitative field
- Passionate about using data and deep analysis to drive the business forward
- Ability to translate complex analytics into a commercial format that is easily understood by internal and external stakeholders
- Ability to clearly and confidently present information to teams, senior management and stakeholders

**Desirable**

- Operational business background, particularly within an on-demand environment
- Experience setting up web and API scrapers
- Strong communication skills
- Relevant degree from a top tier university

**Benefits of Joining Karhoo**

- Opportunity to join a mobile technology start-up company that is bringing something completely new to the market
- Fast-growing tech company, with ample opportunity for career progression as we continue to grow
- We currently have offices in London, New York and Singapore with plans to continue to expand globally
- Work in a friendly, cross-functional team, with people who aim to be the best and love to tackle problems
- Work in an office based in a lovely part of Central London
- Bi-weekly drinks at the local pub and Happy Hour in the office every Friday
- Kitchen stocked with tea, coffee, fruits and biscuits
- 25 days annual leave
- BUPA health
- Various discounts available via Perkbox
- & more to come…